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Abstract

Limb-girdle muscular dystrophy primarily affects the muscles of the hips and shoulders (the “limb-girdle” muscles), although it is a
heterogeneous disorder that can present with varying symptoms. There is currently no cure. We sought to identify the genetic basis of
limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 1 in an American family of Northern European descent using exome sequencing. Exome sequencing
was performed on DNA samples from two affected siblings and one unaffected sibling and resulted in the identification of eleven
candidate mutations that co-segregated with the disease. Notably, this list included a previously reported mutation in DNAJB6,
p.Phe89Ile, which was recently identified as a cause of limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 1D. Additional family members were
Sanger sequenced and the mutation in DNAJB6 was only found in affected individuals. Subsequent haplotype analysis indicated that
this DNAJB6 p.Phe89Ile mutation likely arose independently of the previously reported mutation. Since other published mutations
are located close by in the G/F domain of DNAJB6, this suggests that the area may represent a mutational hotspot. Exome
sequencing provided an unbiased and effective method for identifying the genetic etiology of limb-girdle muscular dystrophy type 1
in a previously genetically uncharacterized family. This work further confirms the causative role of DNAJB6 mutations in limb-girdle
muscular dystrophy type 1D.
! 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Autosomal dominant limb-girdle muscular dystrophies
(LGMD1) are a genetically and clinically heterogeneous
group of disorders. LGMD1 often presents with
progressive proximal muscle weakness of the upper and
lower extremities; however several forms may present
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with primarily distal weakness, and clinical heterogeneity
may exist even within the same family [1]. To date,
mutations in five causative genes have been associated
with LGMD1, including the MYOT gene encoding
myotilin in LGMD1A [2], the LMNA gene encoding
lamin A/C in LGMD1B [3], the CAV3 gene which
encodes caveolin in LGMD1C [4]. More recently,
mutations in the DNAJB6 gene have been described in
LGMD1D patients [5–7] and mutations in Transportin 3
(TNPO3) gene have been linked to LGMD1F [8,9].
Additional loci linked to LGMD1 have been mapped,
but causative genes have not been identified [1].

Using exome sequencing, we sought to determine the
genetic basis for LGMD1 in an American family of
Northern European descent that presented with an
autosomal dominant pattern of inheritance. Exome
sequencing has been used to great effect to identify the
underlying mutations in a number of diseases, including
recently in LGMD1 [5,8].

2. Patients and methods

All aspects of this study were approved by the Stanford
University Institutional Review Board and written
informed consent was received.

Proband (III-3, Fig. 1A arrowhead) presented at
55 years of age to clinic, with a history of slow running
and difficulty climbing stairs, beginning shortly after high
school. He began using a cane in his late 30s, two canes
in his 40s, and at 56 years of age, developed acute
worsening of upper and lower extremity strength owing
to severe cervical spinal cord stenosis and subsequently
became wheelchair dependent. A left biceps muscle
biopsy at 32 years of age revealed marked variation in
fiber size, scattered fibers with single or multiple rimmed
vacuoles (Fig 2A, B), as well as several angular atrophic
fibers characteristic of neurogenic atrophy (Fig. 2C).
There were normal amounts of connective and adipose
tissue and no increase in central nuclei or fiber splitting.
Examination showed marked weakness of shoulder
abduction, elbow flexion, hip flexion and extension, and
ankle plantar flexion. Ankle dorsiflexion strength was
normal, but there was moderately severe weakness of
intrinsic hand muscles and deep finger flexors. An EKG

and echocardiogram at 54 years of age were normal. He
has mild dyspnea and sleep-disordered breathing for
which he required positive airway pressure support, with
a forced vital capacity that was 42% of predicted. Genetic
testing for LGMD1 genes MYOT, CAV3 and LMNA
was negative.

The proband’s son (IV-6, Fig. 1A) was evaluated by a
neuromuscular specialist at 28 years of age due to a
history of difficulty climbing stairs and rising from a
sitting position beginning around age 16, although slow
running was noted as early as age 8. Physical
examination revealed proximal greater than distal
weakness affecting the lower extremities more than the
upper, with prominent atrophy of the thigh adductors
and the medial head of gastrocnemius, scapular winging,
and Achilles tendon contractures (summarized in
Table 1). He does not use assistive devices, and an EKG
was normal at time of presentation.

Proband pedigree analysis was consistent with
autosomal dominant inheritance (Fig. 1).

2.1. Exome sequencing

Genomic DNA samples were isolated from three family
members using Oragene!DISCOVER (OGR-500) saliva
collection kits; the three remaining DNA samples were
sent from Prevention Genetics (Marshfield, WI). Exomes
were generated for three family members using the
SureSelect Human All Exon 50 Mb kit (Agilent, Santa
Clara, CA). Sequencing was performed with 250 bp
paired-end reads on an Illumina MiSeq platform
(Illumina Inc., San Diego, CA). Reads were aligned to
the human reference genome (UCSC hg19, GRCh37,
Feb. 2009 release) using bowtie2 [10] and SAMtools [11].
We applied GATK base quality score recalibration, indel
realignment, duplicate removal, and performed coverage
calculations, SNP and INDEL discovery and genotyping
across each sample using standard hard filtering
parameters or variant quality score recalibration [12].
Variants were filtered against dbSNPv137, 1000 genomes
and ESP 6500 databases and were then annotated using
ANNOVAR [13]. We assessed segregation of candidate
mutations by Sanger sequencing using standard methods
in all six family members for which DNA was available.

Fig. 1. Mutations in DNAJB6 cause LGMD1D. (A) An American family of Northern European descent with LGMD1. Exome sequencing was performed
in individuals marked with a red asterisk, Sanger sequencing in those with a black asterisk. Proband is indicated by black arrowhead. Affected individuals
are colored black and white to indicate dominant inheritance. (B) A c.265T>A mutation was discovered only in affected patients in the DNAJB6 gene,
resulting in a p.Phe89Ile amino acid substitution.
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2.2. Haplotype analysis

For each microsatellite marker, amplification of short
tandem repeats (STRs) was performed using primers
sequences available on the UniSTS database (http://
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/unists). Forward primers were
tagged with 6-FAM and fragment analysis was then
performed. Size characterization was performed using
Peak Scanner software (Applied Biosystems).

3. Results

3.1. Exome sequencing

Exome sequencing was performed for two affected
brothers (Fig. 1A red asterisks; III-1 and III-3) and one
unaffected sister (III-2); average coverage depth was 60X.
Eleven novel variants shared between the two affected
brothers (III-1 and III-3) but not present in the
unaffected sister (III-2) were identified (Supplemental
Table 1). Included in the list of disease-segregating
variants was a variation in the DNAJB6 gene,
c.265T > A, producing a p.Phe89Ile substitution, which is
located in the G/F domain of the protein (Fig. 1B). We
subsequently focused on DNAJB6 since this same
mutation, as well as other mutations in DNAJB6, have
been previously associated with LGMD1 [1,5–7]. To
confirm the association of this mutation with disease in
this family, we performed Sanger sequencing on DNA
from the remaining three family members for which a
DNA sample was available (Fig. 1A, black asterisks).
The c.265T > A mutation in DNAJB6 was found in all
affected and none of the unaffected family members.
Combined with the previously reported mutations in
DNAJB6 causing LGMD1D [1,5–7], we determined that

Fig. 2. Histopathological examination of LGMD1D muscle biopsy. (A)
Low magnification photomicrograph of hematoxylin and eosin stained
cryosection of biceps muscle biopsy, showing marked variation in fiber
sizes, and a fiber with several rimmed vacuoles (arrow), highlighted in
modified Gomori trichrome stain (inset, arrow), and scattered angular
atrophic fibers (arrowheads). Hematoxylin and eosin, scale bar = 100
microns. Inset: High magnification view of region indicated by arrow,
scale bar = 25 microns. (B) High magnification view of biceps muscle
biopsy cryosection showing moderate variation in fiber size, a minimal
increase in endomysial connective tissue, and a fiber containing numerous
rimmed vacuoles (arrow). Modified Gomori trichrome, scale bar = 50
microns. (C) Higher power photomicrograph showing overly dark angular
atrophic fibers typical of neurogenic atrophy (arrows). NADH enzyme
histochemistry, scale bar = 100 microns.

Table 1
Clinical summary of the patients.

Clinical presentation III-3 IV-6

Proximal atrophy + +
DTR patella/ankle 0/0 Trace/0
Deltoid (L/R) 1–2/1–2 4+/4+
Biceps (L/R) 4!/4! 4/4
Triceps (L/R) 4!/4! 4+/4+
FDI (L/R) 4/4 5/5
EIP (L/R) 4/4 Not tested
Hip flexors (L/R) 0–1/0–1 4!/4!
Hip extensors (L/R) 0–1/0–1 2/2
Knee flexors (L/R) 0/0 3+/3
Knee extensors (L/R) 1/1 4/4
Ankle dorsiflexion (L/R) 5/5 Limited by tight heel cords
Ankle plantarflexion (L/R) 4!/4! 4/4
Scapula winging + +
FVC (% predicted) 42 85
MIP (cm H2O) !60 !87
Creatine kinase level (U/L) 181 3000
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the causative mutation in this family was the c.265T > A/
p.Phe89Ile mutation in DNAJB6.

3.2. Haplotype analysis

Since a previous study identified the same mutation,
p.Phe89Ile, in two other US families (DUK1047 and
DUK1701 [6,14]), we wondered if the mutation arose
independently in our family or if the three families shared
a common origin for the mutation. We performed a
haplotype analysis of this region of chromosome 7 to
compare the family reported in this study to the two in
which this mutation was previously reported
(Supplemental Table 2, [6,14]). Microsatellite repeat
length is different between this family and the two
previously reported families, ruling out a common
ancestry, but hinting at a potential mutational hotspot
(Supplemental Table 2, [14]).

3.3. Pathology

Muscle pathology in DNAJB6 dystrophy is
characterized by fiber size variation, regenerating fibers,
rimmed vacuoles, cytoplasmic inclusions, and
disorganized myofibrils, commonly referred to as moth-
eaten fibers on NADH-tetrazolium staining [5,6,15].
Rimmed basophilic vacuoles are the key finding on
muscle biopsy; however they may also be found in other
autosomal dominant LGMDs, specifically LGMD1A
[16]. It should be noted that these myopathological
changes are consistent with those seen in myofibrillar
myopathy (MFM), a clinically and genetically
heterogeneous group of muscle disorders with shared
muscle pathology characterized by disorganized
myofibrils and cytoplasmic desmin-positive inclusions
[17]. Upon examination of a biceps muscle biopsy of
patient III-3 taken at age 32, we noted key pathological
features previously linked to DNAJB6 dystrophy,
including rimmed basophilic vacuoles (Fig. 2). These
pathological features combined with our genetic data led
us to conclude that the p.Phe89Ile mutation in DNAJB6
is causative for LGMD1D in this family.

4. Discussion

Using the unbiased technique of exome sequencing, we
identified a mutation in DNAJB6 in a family with
LGMD1. LGMD1D was originally described in several
Finnish families with linkage to chromosome 7q36 and
recently three studies in Finnish, Italian, American, and
Japanese families revealed the causative gene to be
DNAJB6 [5–7,15,18]. The nomenclature of LGMD
associated with DNAJB6 mutations is confusing, with
some groups utilizing the HUGO Gene Nomenclature
Committee’s locus designation of LGMD1D, while some
use LGMD1E [19] and others use LGMD1D/1E [5];

herein we have used the HUGO gene nomenclature
“LGMD1D”.

DNAJB6 dystrophy is primarily associated with
proximal limb weakness [1,5–7], however distal
predominant weakness has also been reported [5]. Onset
may occur as early as age 13, but more commonly occurs
in the fourth decade of life, and progresses to wheelchair
dependence 20–30 years after symptoms begin [1,5–7].
Bulbar, cardiac and pulmonary involvements have been
uncommon in reported cases [1,5,6]. Consistent with
prior descriptions of DNAJB6 dystrophy, all patients in
this series presented with slowly progressive lower
extremity weakness that was predominantly proximal,
though the proband also had significant weakness of
ankle plantar flexion and some weakness of intrinsic
hand muscles. Age of onset was early in all patients
reported here, with symptoms present as early as 8 years
of age. The proband’s markedly reduced forced vital
capacity raises the important possibility that ventilatory
function can be impaired in LGMD1D.

DNAJB6 is a member of the DNAJ/HSP40 chaperone
family and is known to play an important role in
suppressing protein aggregation and toxicity of
polyglutamine proteins commonly found in various
neurodegenerative diseases [20,21]. DNAJB6 has three
domains: an N-terminal J domain, a variable C-terminal
domain, and a G/F domain in which all of the mutations
linked to LGMD1D (p.Phe89Ile, p.Phe93Leu, p.Phe93Ile,
and p.Pro96Arg) have been found [5–7,20]. We identified
the previously reported c.265T > A base pair change that
resulted in a p.Phe89Ile amino acid substitution in the G/
F domain of the protein in all affected members of this
pedigree (Fig. 1; Table S1) [6].

We note that we also identified a sequence variation in
TTN, an exceptionally large gene with mutations causing
LGMD2J, a recessive form of LGMD [22], in both
affected siblings (III-1 and III-3) but not the unaffected
sister (III-2, Table S1). We performed Sanger sequencing
and found this variant also segregates with the disease in
the six family members for which we had DNA available.
Unfortunately, no further DNA samples were available
in this pedigree. Patients with some heterozygous TTN
mutations typically present with tibial muscular
dystrophy [22], which presents with a phenotype distinct
from that described here. Furthermore, the TTN
sequence variant that we identified is located in one of
the 132 Fibronectin type 3 (FN3) domains, within the
highly repetitive region of Ig and FN3 domains, far from
any known disease causing mutations [23]. Given that
this family presents with pathology and symptoms very
similar to previously reported patients with DNAJB6
mutations and that heterozygous TTN mutations
generally cause a distinct phenotype, we hypothesize that
this TTN variation is not responsible for the disease [5–
7]. However, we cannot rule out the possibility that the
TTN sequence variant is playing a role in the clinical
presentation in this family, for example in the respiratory
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symptoms reported in the proband, as TTN mutations can
cause hereditary myopathy with early respiratory failure
(HMERF) [24]. These findings also highlight the utility of
performing exome sequencing compared to candidate
gene targeted sequencing.

Our studies corroborate previously published work
showing that mutations in DNAJB6 are associated with
LGMD1D. We identified a point mutation in DNAJB6,
c.265T > A, which results in an amino acid change that
was previously shown to be associated with LGMD1D,
p.Phe89Ile [6], in an American family of Northern
European descent. We performed haplotype analysis of
the region surrounding DNAJB6 and determined that the
mutation reported in this study arose independently of
the two previously reported families with p.Phe89Ile
mutations, and combined with the other mutations
reported in the area, this suggests that there may be a
mutational hotspot in the G/F domain of DNAJB6 [5–7].
This work emphasizes the clinical utility of unbiased
approaches like exome sequencing for identifying the
causative mutations in inherited diseases.
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